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Introduction 

Overview 
Continuous process performance improvement is a hallmark for the sustainable success of any 
organization, but it is both challenging and expensive without access to real information that 
is delivered in a format that easily enables analysis. SAP Business Warehouse (BW) is the 
tool of choice for many organizations, and ReadSoft’s BW solution, PERFORMANCE 
ANALYTICS, makes it easier, faster and less expensive to report on and improve the 
accounts payable processes.  

For customers using SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse, ReadSoft offers a suite of flexible 
components and reports integrated into SAP and BW to intelligently analyze, evaluate and 
report on business performance. Customers can use these data warehouses and accelerator 
components to gather, analyze and report on the information acquired during the capture and 
AP approval processes, using their BW solutions.  

ReadSoft’s PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS solution is tightly integrated with PROCESS 
DIRECTOR Accounts Payable (formerly known as the INVOICE COCKPIT Suite) and 
comes complete with ready-to-go reports, data models, extractors and transformations, to 
significantly reduce implementation time and costs. The solution is extensible, web-enabled 
and provides an integrated view of corporate data. 

About this guide 
This guide explains how to install and configure PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. It assumes 
that you are already familiar with SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse and PROCESS 
DIRECTOR Accounts Payable (PD AP). 

Please note that this guide is available only in English. 

See the other following PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS guides: 

 PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS User Guide 

Describes all the standard reports shipped with PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. 

 PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS Technical Documentation 

A list of all the Extractors, InfoObjects, DataStore Objects, InfoCubes and other 
information relevant to understanding the workings of PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. 

 PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS – How to load data using process chains 

Describes how to load data using process chains. To avoid problems during data load, the 
meta chains must be triggered in a specific order. 
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 PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS – Data Flow and Process Chains 

Describes all the data flows and process chains. 

For more information about PROCESS DIRECTOR Accounts Payable, see the following 
guides: 

 PROCESS DIRECTOR Accounts Payable Configuration Guide 

PROCESS DIRECTOR Accounts Payable User Guide 

This guide contains the following main chapters: 

 About PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS 

Provides an overview of PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS, as well as information about 
the data extraction and aggregation processes. 

 Installing a license 

Describes how licensing works and how to obtain and install a license. 

 Installing PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS 

Explains how to install PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS, in both ERP and BW. It also 
lists the system requirements. 

 Installing the INVOICES plug-ins 

Describes how to install the INVOICES plug-ins that are used to extract data from the 
INVOICES database and export it to PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. 

 Appendix A: INVOICES plug-ins settings 

Lists all the settings in the two plug-in INI files. 

 Appendix B: Extracted fields 

Lists all those fields in PROCESS DIRECTOR and in the INVOICES database that are 
extracted for use in PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. 

Typographical conventions 
Typographical conventions used in this guide: 

 Menu names, button names, commands, and dialog names appear in bold.  

 Names of keys on your keyboard appear in SMALL CAPITAL LETTERS. For example. CTRL+V.  

 Field names and variable names appear in Arial font.  
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 Variables that have to be replaced by the actual value appear in the same font as above, 
but are italicized (for example, Fieldname).  

 File names appear in Courier font.  

 SAP transaction codes appear in ARIAL MONOSPACE. For example: /EBY/PD.  
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About PERFORMANCE 
ANALYTICS 

Overview 
ReadSoft PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS provides detailed reporting for the Accounts 
Payable automation process (handling of incoming invoices), covering the entire process from 
scanning to posting. 

Incoming invoices are scanned using ReadSoft’s OCR solution, INVOICES, and then 
transferred to ReadSoft PROCESS DIRECTOR, where exception handling and posting to 
SAP take place. Data is extracted from both INVOICES and PROCESS DIRECTOR 
Accounts Payable, aggregated, and then made available in PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. 

PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS provides: 

 Extractors for the ERP system 

 Process Chains for automated ETL (Extraction, Transformation, Loading) 

 InfoProviders (InfoCubes, DataStore Objects, InfoObjects bearing characteristics) 

 InfoObjects 

 Standard reports 

 DataSources (transactional, texts, hierarchies) 

 Transformations 

 Note: PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS is currently available only in English. 
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Architecture 

 

Data extractors 
PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS provides data extractors for transactional data, master data 
attributes and master data texts.  

Delta extraction from the SAP delta queue is provided for all transactional data. Early 
initialization is possible. Textual master data is extracted only in full mode. 

See Appendix B for information on the available extractors and extracted fields. 

Process chains 
PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS provides process chains for the loading of master data, 
transactional data and texts. See PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS Technical Documentation, 
PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS – How to load data using process chains and 
PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS – Data Flow and Process Chains for information on the 
available process chains. 

The table below shows all the transformations that load from additional sources by SQL 
statements. The loads of the additional sources must be done before these transformations can 
be executed. 
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Transformation 

Source Target 
Additional Source 

(data selected by SQL in the 
transformation) 

Type Technical Name Type Technical Name Type Technical Name 

DSO /EBY/APHEAP DSO /EBY/APPAYB ATTR /EBY/APUNDOC 

DSO /EBY/APHEAP DSO /EBY/APTIMB ATTR /EBY/APUNDOC 

DSO /EBY/APWOHP DSO /EBY/APWCTB DSO /EBY/APWORP 

ATTR /EBY/WCSTATUS 

DSO /EBY/APHEAA DSO /EBY/APHEAP DSO /EBY/APITEP 

DSO /EBY/APWOHP 

DSO /EBY/APHEAA ATTR /EBY/APUNDOC ATTR /EBY/APACCIT 

DSO /EBY/APMSGP 

DSO /EBY/APWOHA ATTR /EBY/APUNDOC DSO /EBY/APHEAP 

ATTR /EBY/APWORKFL 

DSO /EBY/APOCRSP DSO /EBY/APOFEVB ATTR /EBY/OCRPSTDO 

Example: The load of /EBY/APUNDOC has to be finished before the transformation from 
/EBY/APHEAP to /EBY/APPAYB can be run.  
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Data aggregation 
The diagram below depicts how data is aggregated for reporting (technical description and 
business logic). 

 

Info Providers and Info Objects 
The lowest aggregation level of each cube is the document level. All queries are built on 
Multiproviders. 

Time-slicing 
Time-slicing is a time-dependent view of the data. Timeslices are created for the easy 
selection and comparison of past business dates. Time-sliced data is stored in the Data 
Propagation Layer. 

Reporting tools 
 PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS uses the BEx Analyzer and the report monitor 

(Transaction code, RSRT) for reporting. 

 BEx Query Designer 7.0 is used for the development of queries. 
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 Web Templates and Web Application Designer (WAD) are currently not used to design 
reports. 

 For Portal and Web queries, the Java stack is required for developing or executing reports. 

Standard reports 
PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS provide more than 20 standard reports that you can use right 
out of the box or as templates for developing your own reports. These reports are described in 
the PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS User Guide.   

Content delivery 

 

Content is delivered for the easy merging of customized changes and ReadSoft updates. 

The ReadSoft ABAP code contains Enhancement Spots for easy customizing. These are 
protected against ReadSoft updates. 

ReadSoft’s content release does not directly use SAP BI content objects. The content objects 
used are always a copy of the SAP content objects. Only technical and time-related SAP 
InfoObjects, such as 0DATE, are used. 

INVOICES plug-in 
ReadSoft provides a plug-in for INVOICES, to extract data from its database and transfer it 
via RFC to PROCESS DIRECTOR tables inside SAP. This plug-in is available on ReadSoft 
Marketplace. 

Repository size 
The amount of data stored in SAP BW depends on: 

 The number of documents 

 The number of workflows configured, and how many steps are contained in each one 

 Whether data from INVOICES is extracted or not 
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You can also refer to the sizing guidelines from SAP: https://service.sap.com/performance 
(logon required). 
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Installing a license 

Overview 
You need to install a license for PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS in ERP. The license is only 
an activation license and contains no document counter. The license checks only whether a 
valid license exists for PROCESS DIRECTOR Accounts Payable (during the transfer of the 
document into PROCESS DIRECTOR) or not. If no license exists for PROCESS DIRECTOR 
Accounts Payable, or it has expired, PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS will cease working too. 

There is no license check inside BW. Even if the PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS license is 
no longer valid, the data that has already been transferred to BW can continue to be viewed. 

Obtaining a license 
To order your license(s), you need your SAP Installation number and your SAP System ID. 
This information is found by choosing System > Status from the menu bar. 

 

You need:  

 SAP System data > Installation number 

 Database data > Name 

 Usage data > Client (required only if your license is intended to be restricted to this 
client) 
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After placing your order, you will receive the license (in a .TXT file) from ReadSoft. 

Installing a license 
1. Go to /COCKPIT/C46. 

2. Create a new license entry. 

3. Enter your license information from the license file you received from ReadSoft. 
 

 
 
Note: Your license file may not include a Client number or Expiry date. If no Client is 
specified, the license is valid for all clients. 
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4. Click Check to ensure that you have entered all the relevant information.  

5. Click Confirm to complete the license installation. 
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Installing PERFORMANCE 
ANALYTICS 

Overview 
This chapter explains how to install PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. The installation 
consists of the following steps: 

1. Ensuring your SAP system meets the system requirements. 

2. Configuring the namespaces. 

3. Importing the transport. 

4. Installing the data extractors in the ERP system. 

5. Installing the PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS content in BW and performing other 
configuration tasks. 

Content is delivered in content packages. These are delivered separately from PROCESS 
DIRECTOR (although, of course, a first installation can include these packages). 

After you have installed PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS, you must also install the plug-in 
for INVOICES (only if the extraction of the OCR statistics data has been planned). 

1 - System requirements 
ReadSoft  

 PROCESS DIRECTOR 7.1 Accounts Payable, or INVOICE COCKPIT Suite 3.2 and later 

 INVOICES 5-5 or later (ReadSoft DOCUMENTS is not yet supported) 

 ReadSoft INVOICE COCKPIT Connector 3.1 or later 

SAP 

 SAP NetWeaver BI 7.0 SP Level 15 

 Component Version SAP NetWeaver 2004s 

 PI Basis: 2006_1_700 SP Level 7 

 BEx Version 7.x (based on 7.20); Support Package 2, Patch 1 

 SAP PI version 2002_1_470 or later 
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2 - Configuring the namespaces 
You must create two namespaces on both the ERP and BW systems: 

 /EBY/ – The namespace for PROCESS DIRECTOR. If PROCESS DIRECTOR is 
already installed, this namespace will already exist. In that case, you need to create only 
the /B507/ namespace (below). 

 /B507/ – The namespace for PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS generated objects. 

These namespaces can also be created and configured by importing a separate transport by 
ReadSoft. 

1. Start the SAP transaction, SE03. 

2. In the Administration folder, click Display/Change Namespaces and then the Execute 
button. In change mode, click New entries. 

3. Create the namespace(s) with the following data: 

Namespace /EBY/ 

Namespace role C - Recipient 

Correction license 05790374410114137903 

Short text PROCESS DIRECTOR by ReadSoft 

Owner ReadSoft Ebydos AG 

 

Namespace /B507/ 

Namespace role C - Recipient 

Correction license 23178636483082621615 

Short text BW generation namespace for /EBY/ 

Owner ReadSoft Ebydos AG 

4. While still in the SE03 transaction, click Set System Change Option and then the 
Execute button. 

5. Select Modifiable for both the namespaces. 

Later, in the BW system, you must connect these two namespaces by using the RSNSPACE 
transaction (see General configuration steps). 
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3 - Importing the transports 
Transport files 

The transport files you need depend on: 

 Whether you are running PROCESS DIRECTOR Accounts Payable (PD AP) or its 
predecessor, the INVOICE COCKPIT Suite (ICS). 

 Whether or not you want to have reports containing data from ReadSoft INVOICES. 

(1) If you are using PROCESS DIRECTOR Accounts Payable without the /EBY/ transport (that is, without the 
PROCESS DIRECTOR Web Application), then you also need to install /EBY/. 

The following table describes the transports, EMEICs and ReadSoft PD Notes (RSPDNs) that 
have to be implemented. 

 Note: For the order in which to install the following entries, please refer to the Import 
order section. 

Filename System Description 

ReadSoft_PA_ERP_Namespace ERP Creates and configures the /B507/ 
namespace. This namespace can 
also be manually created. Transport 
number: N47k916213 

ReadSoft_PA_AP_ERP_Extractors ERP/PD 
AP 

Data extractors for PROCESS 
DIRECTOR Accounts Payable. 
Transport number: N47k916212 

EMEIC 2021 ERP Delta queue functionality. Text file 
available with PDAP 7.2, PDAP 7.1 
SP2, ICS 3.2 SP4. 

EMEIC 2102 ERP PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS 
activation license. Text file 
available with PDAP 7.2, PDAP 7.1 
SP2, ICS 3.2 SP4. 

Latest PROCESS DIRECTOR (/EBY/) 
transport 

ERP For ERP systems with OCR add-on 
(if PROCESS DIRECTOR has not 
yet been installed). 
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Filename System Description 

ReadSoft_PA_PD_OCR_Add_On or 
RSPDN 007690 

ERP PROCESS DIRECTOR Accounts 
Payable tables for INVOICES-
relevant data. For existing 
PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS 
installations running on PD 7.1 and 
PD 7.2 with OCR implementation, 
RSPDN007690 should be 
implemented. Please check that the 
OCR tables are available in the 
system. For a new PERFORMANCE 
ANALYTICS installation on PD 7.1, 
the 
ReadSoft_PA_PD_OCR_Add_On 
transport must be imported. 
Transport number: S47k904577 

ReadSoft_PA_AP_OCR_ERP_Extractors ERP/PD 
7.1 and PD 
7.2 

Data extractors for PROCESS 
DIRECTOR Accounts Payable, for 
INVOICES-relevant data. Transport 
number: N47k916214 

pdbo_OCRSTAT_config.xml ERP XML file that contains the OCR 
mapping, which needs to be loaded 
via the 
/EBY/PDBO_CONFIG_DUMP 
program. 

RSPDN6938 ERP/PD 
7.1, 
without 
any SP 

Resolves the issue of items not 
working with mapping. This must be 
implemented only if you are running 
PD 7.1 without any service pack. 

ReadSoft_PA_BW_Namespaces BW Creates and configures the /EBY/ 
and /B507/ namespaces. Transport 
number: N70k900265 

ReadSoft_PA_AP_BW_Reports BW The reports, InfoObjects, cubes, 
etc., for PERFORMANCE 
ANALYTICS. Transport number: 
N70k900261 

ReadSoft_PA_AP_OCR_BW_Reports BW The OCR reports, InfoObjects, 
cubes, etc., for PERFORMANCE 
ANALYTICS. Transport number: 
N70k900262 

* The import can be done into any client. 
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Import order 

Install the transports in the following order: 

ERP   

1. ReadSoft_PA_ERP_Namespace (only if the namespace has not already been created) 

2. ReadSoft_PA_AP_ERP_Extractors 

3. EMEIC2021 and EMEIC2102 (in any order)  

4. Latest PROCESS DIRECTOR (/EBY/) transport, if needed 

5. ReadSoft_PA_PD_OCR_Add_On or RSPDN 007690 (only if the INVOICE Statistics data 
needs to be extracted) 

6. ReadSoft_PA_AP_OCR_ERP_Extractors (only if the INVOICES statistics data needs to 
be extracted) 

BW   

1. ReadSoft_PA_BW_Namespaces (only if the namespaces have not already been created) 

2. ReadSoft_PA_AP_BW_Reports   

3. ReadSoft_PA_AP_OCR_BW_Reports (only if the INVOICES statistics data needs to be 
extracted) 

Import procedure 

1. Extract the file in the SAP transport folder (...\TRANS\). 
(The transport files are already in the correct COFILES and DATA subfolders.) 

If it is not possible to extract the transport files directly into the SAP transport folders (for 
example, because there is no direct access to the file system on the SAP application 
server), you have to use a binary method to transfer the files (for example, FTP). See OSS 
note, 2050. 

2. Start the SAP transaction, STMS (or use the command line using the TP program). 

3. Open the import queue of the SAP system. 

4. Go to Extras > Other requests > Add. 

5. Add the required transport to the import queue. 
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4 - Installation in the ERP SYSTEM 
Installing extractors 

1. In your SAP ERP system, go to SE19. 

2. Activate the /EBY/BW_RLB_EXTRACT BadI. 

3. Go to RSA9. 

A popup is displayed. 

 

4. Click Yes. This activates the ReadSoft application component hierarchy. 

5. Go to RSA5. 

6. Check the application component hierarchy. The /EBY/PD node, together with its 
subnodes and data sources, must exist. It must be the same as the list of data sources in 
Appendix A: Data extractors.  
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7. Activate all the /EBY/PD data sources.  

a) Here you must create an Active version of the data sources from the Content version 
provided by ReadSoft. 

b) You can select either single entries or sub-nodes (position the cursor on the node and 
click Select Sub-tree) and click the Transfer DataSources button. 

c) After activating the DataSources, you can check the extraction process in RSA3. 

8. If the ReadSoft_PA_AP_OCR_ERP_Extractors transport request has been imported, it 
implies that the OCR statistics data will be extracted. In such cases, the mapping of the 
OCR statistics data within PROCESS DIRECTOR must be checked. 

 Call the general PD configuration. 

 Choose the OCR data object type and select the Expert configuration check box. 

 Click Map external data to PD documents to check the mapping of the OCR data. 

 If the mapping of the OCR data is missing, use the /EBY/PDBO_CONFIG_DUMP report 
to load the pdbo_OCRSTAT_config.xml file within PD. 

This .xml file contains the OCR data mapping configuration and is shipped with the 
PA transport. 
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5 - Installation in BW 
The following installation and configuration tasks must be performed inside Business 
Warehouse: 

5.1 General configuration steps 

5.2  Installing  and configuring PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS content 

5.3 Other configuration options 

5.1 General configuration steps 

1. Connect the /EBY/ and /B507/ namespaces. 

a) Go to RSNSPACE. 

b) Click the Create Partner NS button to create a new BW partner namespace. 

c) Add the following details to the new entry: 

Field Description 

Namespace /EBY/ 

Gen NS /B507/ 

BW appl. BW 

Active X 

2. Check the connection from BW to the ERP system. 

a) Go to RSA13.  

b) Create a new connection if none exists. 
(See the SAP documentation for details.) 

3. Maintain the Source System ID and the Source System ID Text. 

a) Go to RSA1. 

b) Go to Tools > Assignment of Source System to Source System ID.  

c) Maintain the Source System ID and the Source System ID Text. 
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d) Add new entries for the Source System ID and Text.  
 

 

5.2 Installing and configuring PERFORMANCE 
ANALYTICS content 

Below is the procedure for installing and configuring the content for ReadSoft’s reports in 
BW. 

1. Go to RSORBCT. 

2. Choose Edit > Source System Assignment. Check the box for the appropriate SAP 
system and confirm the popup. 
 

 

3. Install the ReadSoft content in the RSORBCT transaction. 

4. Configure the RFC connection for query navigation to the ERP system where PROCESS 
DIRECTOR is installed.  

5. Include the class, /EBY/CL_QUERY_VARIABLE_EXIT in customer include, ZXRSRU01. 

6. Create the event, RS_CHAIN_EVENT in transaction, SM64, to start the process chains. 
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Connecting queries to PROCESS DIRECTOR AP 

Some reports in PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS allow users to view the documents for the 
current selection, via the Goto menu function:  

 

A new window opens and the documents are displayed in PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

This feature requires: 

 The installation of some objects for the Report-Report Interface  

 An RFC connection to the SAP system where PROCESS DIRECTOR is installed 

The maintenance of the Invoice Cockpit RFC destinations 

Installing objects for the Report-Report Interface 

1. Open the Data Warehousing Workbench (RSORBCT). 

2. Go to BI Content > Object Types > Report-Report Interface > RRI InfoCube 
Receiver > Select Objects. 

3. Install the PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS objects. 

Name Description 

/EBY/APACCV AP Account Data  

/EBY/APERRV AP Error Classification 

/EBY/APETRANV AP Event Transitions  
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Name Description 

/EBY/APMSGV AP Message Log 

/EBY/APOCRSV AP OCR Document Statistics 

/EBY/APOFEVV  AP OCR Field Evaluation 

/EBY/APPAYV AP Payment Analysis 

/EBY/APTIMV AP Processing Times  

/EBY/APWCTV AP Work Cycle Processing Times  

/EBY/APWOAPV AP FI Document Approvers 

/EBY/APWOHV AP Workflow Header Data  

/EBY/APWORV AP Workflow Step Data 

/EBY/APHEAV AP Header Data 

5.3 Other configurations options  

/EBY/CONFIG transaction: Maintenance of the Invoice Cockpit RFC 
destinations 

Some queries provide a jump to the selected documents in PD AP. It is recommended that 
you create a dedicated RFC connection in SM59. This connection should use a special RFC 
user in the ERP, with read-only authorization. 

Call the /EBY/CONFIG transaction and select the Maintain the Invoice Cockpit RFC 
destinations option. 

 

Enter the Source system, the User Name and the RFC Destination. Entering ALL as the User 
Name allows all the users to access the documents in PROCESS DIRECTOR. If the access is 
restricted to a specific user, this user needs authorization in ERP: 

Authorization check for RFC access: S_RFC 
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Activity = 16 

Name of RFC to be protected : RFC_NAME = RFC1, RFCH , SYST, /EBY/PDBO_RFC 

Type of RFC object to be protected: RFC_TYPE = FUGR 

Tip: The RFC user should just have read-only authorizations for PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

/EBY/CONFIG transaction: Configuration for the GUID filter during the 
initial load 

When this option is set, all the data sources will extract data only for those invoice documents 
that have also been extracted by the /EBY/AP_THDR_TRAN header data source. 

 

/EBY/CONFIG transaction: Payment terms synchronization in the header 
data source  

Setting this parameter for a source system forces the header extractor to read the payment 
terms from the respective SAP document and transfer them to BW. 

 

/EBY/CONFIG transaction: Maintain automatisation users 

The automatisation users from PD AP and INVOICES should be set in this table. This is 
necessary for several queries to work properly. Please make sure that the posting logic during 
data transfer and in Repetitor is maintained in PD or PD AP.  
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 APR: INVOICE COKPIT automatic posting 

 INV: INVOICES verification 

 OPS: INVOICE COCKPIT automatic WC determination 

/EBY/CONFIG transaction: Automatic value conversion in 
transformations 

This setting can be used to check the validity of the extracted data. Invalid characters will be 
converted. The conversion is logged, and can then be used to correct the data in the ERP 
system.  
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/EBY/CONFIG transaction: Tools to generate the BW transformations 

 

Include the ReadSoft Query Variable Exit 

Many PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS queries use variables to filter the displayed data. The 
variable exits for these queries need to be included in the ZXRSRU01 customer include. (You 
must create this customer include in your SAP system. Refer to the SAP documentation for 
details.)  

The PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS variable exit is /EBY/FM_QUERY_VARIABLE_EXIT. 
You can check the variable name using the EBY_ prefix, to determine if the function module 
should be used. 

The following is a recommended way of calling the function module: 
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Setting the local currency 

The default local currency set in PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS is EUR. To change this to 
another currency: 

1. Go to RSCUR. 

2. Enter /EBY/DOCLO as the Currency Translation Type and click the Change button. 
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3. On the Currency tab, change the Fixed Target Currency to your local currency. 
 

 

Defining the final workflow and workflow step statuses 

By default, PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS defines the following workflow and workflow 
step statuses as being final, for the purposes of calculating the workflow processing times. 
Final means no further workflow or workflow step actions are expected: 

 Released (workflow) 

 Rejected (workflow) 

 Recalled (workflow) 

 Forwarded (workflow step) 

 Replied (workflow step) 

You can modify the statuses that are considered final by maintaining the master data for the 
/EBY/WCSTATUS InfoObject in RSA14. In the InfoObjects work area, go to PROCESS 
DIRECTOR > Accounts Payable > AP Characteristics > Workflow Status. 
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Installing the INVOICES plug-in 

Overview 
If you want to include data from INVOICES in PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS, you must 
install the Statistic collector for Performance Analytics plug-in in your INVOICES 
installation. 

 Note: The data from INVOICES is first sent to PROCESS DIRECTOR, and then passed 
on to PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. 

 Note: This is not the same plug-in that collects data and passes it to ReadSoft 
REPORTER. 

 Note: INVOICES data is collected only from the date on which the plug-in is installed.                                                                                                                                                      

You must perform the following steps: 

1. Ensure that your INVOICES installation meets the system requirements. 

2. Install the Statistic collector plug-in. 

3. If you’re installing the plug-in for the first time, perform some post-installation tasks. 

System requirements 
 INVOICES 5-5 or later (ReadSoft DOCUMENTS is not yet supported) 

 NET Framework 3.5 SP1 

 ReadSoft INVOICE COCKPIT Connector 3.1 or later or ReadSoft Service Bus (RSB) 
2-4 HF20 or later 

 SAP GUI installed on INVOICES Transfer workstations 

 Microsoft SQL Server 2005 or later, or Oracle 10g or 11g 

 PROCESS DIRECTOR 7.1 and additional RSPDNs (refer to the table that describes 
the transports, EMEICs and ReadSoft PD Notes (RSPDNs) that have to be 
implemented) 

Installation file 
 Setup-InvStat2PA.msi 
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Installing the Statistic collector plug-in 
Running the installer 

You have to install the plug-in on all INVOICES Scan, Interpret, Verify and Transfer 
workstations, and optionally, on Manager workstations. The plug-in has no functionality in 
the Manager module; you should install it only if you want to see the license information in 
Manager. After installing the plug-in, when you start one of those modules for the first time, 
you should be logged in as a user who has the right to create database tables. 

 Back-up the INVOICES eilocal.ini file. 

Depending on your Operating System version, it is located in the C:\Winnt, C:\Windows 
or C:\Users\Public\ReadSoft\INVOICES\ folder. 

 Run Setup_InvStat2PA.msi. Follow the steps in the install wizard. 

 Note: On the second screen of the install wizard, the Update eilocal.ini and GlobalPath 
option is selected by default. Select the Do NOT update eilocal.ini and GlobalPath 
option only if you do not have access to the network drive where GlobalPath resides. 

The setup installs some files to GlobalPath and automatically updates eilocal.ini. In 
most cases, eilocal.ini and GlobalPath are located on a network share. The user needs 
to have access to at least one of the shared paths. If not, the files will need to be manually 
updated/copied. 
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Checking eilocal.ini 

The installer creates a new entry in the [Plugins::eixxxx] section of Eilocal.ini. (where 
xxxx is the name of the INVOICES module). You must check the entries in the Transfer 
section. It should look similar to this: 

;************************ 
;*      Transfer        * 
;************************ 
[Plugins::eitran] 
Plugin1=Common 
Plugin2=JobScheduler 
Plugin3=InvStat2PA 
Plugin4=Eicc 
 
[eitran::InvStat2PA] 
Name=Statistic Collector for Performance Analytics 
Type=COM 
SupportIDispatch=TRUE 

You must check that the Eicc plug-in entry is the last one in the list. If not, move it. In the 
example above, it is Plugin4. 

Installing the license  

You have to order a license file from ReadSoft Marketplace and copy it to GlobalPath. The 
license file is connected to a customer through a domain name. This domain is the network 
domain that the customer runs the solution on, and you can find it under the Computer name, 
domain, and workgroup settings section when you right-click My Computer and select 
Properties. Therefore, when checking a component out from Marketplace, you need to 
choose the customer and enter the domain name.  

Configuring InvStat2PA.INI 

You must make certain edits to this file (which is located in GlobalPath): 

Specifying which invoice profiles to transfer data from 

In the ACTIVATE_PROFILES section, add all the INVOICES profiles that should be passed to 
PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. 
 
For example: 

[ACTIVATE_PROFILES] 
Profile1=1 
Profile2=1 

Here, the statistics from the documents processed using the Profile1 and Profile2 INVOICES 
profiles are sent to PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. 
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Specifying the license file 

In the [MISC] section, specify the path and name of the license file. GlobalPath is set by the 
setup program, but if you use a different path or file name, you need to enter those here. Do 
not change the license feature name. 

[MISC] 
LicenseFile =   <GlobalPath>\License.LIC 
LicenseFeatureName = PRA 

Specifying the external GUID 

Every invoice sent to PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS must have an external GUID. 

Using InvStat2PA.INI with the INVOICE COCKPIT Connector 

When using the INVOICE COCKPIT Connector, the external GUID should be the same 
variable as in the INVOICE COCKPIT Connector Eicc.ini file.  

In the [MISC] section, make sure that the variable name for the ExternalGUID is the same as 
the ExternalGUID parameter used in the Eicc.ini file. 

[MISC] 
 
;variable name for external GUID (needed by RFC_DATA_RECEIVE and CockpitConnector) 
ExternalGUID=    GUID 
StartCounter_InvoiceLevel=  0 
StartCounter_HeaderLevel=  0 
StartCounter_LineLevel=  0 

Using InvStat2PA.INI with the ReadSoft Service Bus 

When using the RSB to transfer invoices to PD AP, the INVOICES GUID should be used as 
the external GUID.  

In the [MISC] section, the variable name for the external GUID can be chosen freely, as long 
as it is mapped to EXTERNAL_GUID in the OCR data mappings in SAP. 

 [MISC] 

CheckIfStatisticsAlreadySent= 1 

UseINVOICESGuid= 1 

ExternalGUID= _GUID  

 Note: The CheckIfStatisticsAlreadySent setting ensures that the same statistics are 
not sent several times (which would otherwise be the case when using the RSB). 

Specifying the SAP system to connect to 

For each invoice profile specified, you must specify the SAP system to connect to (the one 
where PROCESS DIRECTOR is installed). 

Using InvStat2PA.INI with the INVOICE COCKPIT Connector 

1. Create a new [R3::ProfileName] entry, where ProfileName is the name of the activated 
invoice profile.  
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The default InvStat2PA.INI file contains the [R3::ProfileName1] section that you can 
copy/modify.  

2. For the ini parameter, specify the path to Eicc.ini. 

3. For the section parameter, specify the section in which the SAP logon credentials are 
saved. 

Examples: 

[R3::PROFILE1] 

ini=X:\GlobalPath\eicc.ini 

section=R3::P00 
 

[R3::PROFILE2] 

ini=<GLOBALPATH>\eicc.ini 

section=R3::P01 

Using InvStat2PA.INI with the ReadSoft Service Bus 

1. Create a new [R3::ProfileName] entry, where ProfileName is the name of the activated 
invoice profile.  

The default InvStat2PA.INI file contains the [R3::ProfileName1] section that you can 
copy/modify.  

2. The ini parameter should be left empty. 

3. For the section parameter, specify the section in which the SAP logon credentials are 
saved. 

4. The SAP logon credentials should be entered directly in the InvStat2PA.INI file. Create 
the section specified in the Section setting and enter the logon settings there. The 
following logon settings are available: 

EncryptLogonInfo=XXX 

 Note:  To encrypt the user and password, the EncryptLogonInfo setting should be set to 
1. 

User=XXX 

Password=XXX 

Client=XXX 

Language=XXX 

Saprouter=XXX 
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Applicationserver=XXX 

Systemnumber=XXX 

Messageserver=XXX 

Systemid=XXX 

Groupname=XXX 

Example: 

[R3::PROFILE1] 

Ini= 

Section=TestSection 

[TestSection] 

EncryptLogonInfo=1 

User=Test 

Password=Testpw 

Client=800 

Language=EN 

Applicationserver=ab.cd.ef.gh 

Systemnumber=0 

Groupname=SPACE 

Specifying the RFC parameters 

For each invoice profile that you specified above, you must specify certain parameters for the 
RFC connection to the SAP system (the one where PROCESS DIRECTOR/PROCESS 
DIRECTOR Accounts Payable is installed): 

1. For each invoice profile, create a new [RFC::ProfileName] entry, where ProfileName is 
the name of the invoice profile.  

The default InvStat2PA.INI file contains the [RFC::ProfileName1] section that you 
can copy. 

2. Do not change any of the parameters or their values in this section. The default values are 
sufficient for a connection. 

Example (all default values, except the section name): 
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[RFC::PROFILE1] 
;RFC name 
FunctionName = /EBY/PDBO_RFC_DATA_RECEIVE 
 
;Constants for RFC-parameters ic_obj, ic_env and ic_mapid 
IC_OBJ=   OCR 
IC_ENV=   03 
IC_MAPID=       OCRSTAT 
 
;Node Types 
NodeType_InvoiceInfo=  HEADER 
NodeType_HeaderFields=  MAIN 
NodeType_LineItemFields= LINE 
 
;Node Parents 
InvoiceInfo_Parent= 
HeaderFields_Parent=  HEADER 
LineItemFields_Parent=  HEADER 
 
;1:  Submit header data with LINENUMBER = 0 
;0:  Submit header data without LINNUMBER parameter 
;-1: Submit header data with empty LINENUMBER parameter 
;any other value is interpreted as 0 
HeaderDataWithLineNumber= 0 
 
TreatWarningAsError=  0 
InvoiceStatusOnError=  ValidationError 

Other settings 

Once you have installed the plug-in for INVOICES, there are a number of options that you 
can configure, related to: 

 Logging 

 Database connection 

 Other settings 

However, changing these settings is optional. You should have already made all the necessary 
configuration entries in these files, during the installation. 

For details on each setting, see Appendix A: INVOICES plug-in settings. 
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Loading the data 
After the installation in ERP and BW, the data can be loaded from ERP: 

 ReadSoft provides process chains to support the data load. 

Please refer to the PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS 7.1 - How to load data using process 
chains and PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS 7.1 - Data Flow and Process Chains documents 
for further information. 

Upgrading 
ReadSoft will provide instructions when you receive a new release. 
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Appendix A: INVOICES plug-in 
settings 

Overview 
This section describes the settings for the InvStat2PA plug-in.  

InvStat2PA  
The settings for the InvStat2PA plug-in are contained in the InvStat2PA.INI file, which is 
located in GlobalPath. 

Setting Description 

[ACTIVATE_PROFILES] 

ProfileName The names of the invoice profiles in INVOICES for which data is 
sent to PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. Each invoice profile name 
is the key, followed by 1 to activate it. For example: 
Profile1=1 
Profile2=1 

[DATABASE_SETTINGS] 

EncryptConnectionString 1 – The connection string is encrypted the next time a module is 
started.  
0 – The connection string is not encrypted. Not recommended if 
the string contains the database password. 

ConnectionString The connection string for connecting to the InvStat2PA database. 
If the INVOICES database is used to save this data, use 
INVOICES as the value. 

CommandTimeOut Timeout (in seconds) when executing SQL statements. 0 disables 
this functionality. 

[LOG_SETTINGS] 

Log level Sets the level of the messages to be recorded in the log file. 
0 – Logging disabled 
1 – Errors only 
2 – Errors, Warnings (DEFAULT) 
3 – Errors, Warnings, Info 
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Setting Description 

WriteErrorsToEventLog 
WriteWarningsToEventLog 
WriteInfosToEventLog 

Log messages can also be written to the Windows Event Log. 
0 – Log messages are only written to the log files (DEFAULT). 
1 –Log messages are written to the log files and to the Windows 
Event Log. 

EventLogAppName The name specified here is displayed as the Source in the 
Windows Event Log. 

EventLogName By default, Windows writes messages to the Application log. If 
EventLogName is filled, a new log is created in the Windows 
Event Log. 

[MISC] 

LicenseFile The name and location of the license file. The license file is 
obtained from ReadSoft. 

LicenseFeatureName The name of the plug-in. Each license for this plug-in will have the 
feature name, PRA. You only need to change this if the feature 
name changes. 

ExternalGUID Every invoice sent to PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS must have 
an external GUID. This should be the same variable as in the 
INVOICE COCKPITConnector Eicc.ini file. 

StartCounter Tells the plug-in whether to start counting the submitted lines 
with zero or one (or any other value). Currently, 
PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS expects the counting to start with 
one. This parameter should not be changed. 

CheckIfStatisticsAlreadySent Keeps track if the statistics for the invoice have already been 
sent to PA. This must be set to 1 when using InvStat2PA.INI 
with the RSB. 

UseINVOICESGuid Uses the INVOICES guid as the external guid. This must be set 
to 1 when using InvStat2PA.INI with the RSB. 
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Setting Description 

[R3::ProfileName] 

ini The path to the Eicc.ini file, which contains the logon 
credentials to the SAP system where PROCESS 
DIRECTOR/PROCESS DIRECTOR Accounts Payable is installed. 
For example: 
ini=\\server01\Users\Public\ReadSoft\INVOICES\ei
cc.ini 

 Note: When using the RSB, the ini parameter should be 
left empty. 

section The section in the Eicc.ini file that contains the SAP logon 
credentials. For example: 
section=R3::P00 

 Note: When using the RSB, this setting is used to point out 
the section in the InvStat2PA.INI file that contains the 
SAP logon credentials. If left empty, the logon credentials 
should be entered directly in the [R3::ProfileName] 
section. 

Logon settings in the InvStat2PA. INI file when using the RSB 

EncryptLogonInfo To encrypt the user and password, EncryptLogonInfo should 
be set to 1. 

user The SAP user name (RFC user) used for the R/3 connection. 

password The user password in the SAP R/3 system. 

client The R/3 client number. 

language The logon language (ISO code). 

saprouter Insert the SAP router string before the Applicationserver or 
Messageserver parameter.  

 Note: This is an optional setting; use with caution. 

applicationserver The IP address or domain name of the SAP R/3 application 
server. 

systemnumber The system number of the SAP R/3 system. 
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Setting Description 

messageserver The IP address or domain name of an SAP R/3 message server. 

systemid The systemID (for example, TR1) of the SAP R/3 system. 
 

groupname The group name for load balancing. 

[RFC::ProfileName] 

FunctionName The function module used to transfer the data to 
PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. By default, this is set to 
/EBY/PDBO_RFC_DATA_RECEIVE and should not be changed.  

Constants for RFC 
parameters 

Do not modify. 

Node Types Do not modify. 

Node Parents Do not modify. 

HeaderDataWithLineNumber Do not modify. 

TreatWarningAsError 1 – Warnings from /EBY/PDBO_RFC_DATA_RECEIVE are 
interpreted as errors.  
0 – Warnings from /EBY/PDBO_RFC_DATA_RECEIVE are 
ignored. 

InvoiceStatusOnError The status to which to change the document in INVOICES if 
/EBY/PDBO_RFC_DATA_RECEIVE returns at least one error. In 
such cases, the document is not transferred. Any InvoiceStatus is 
valid (for example: ValidationError, Rejected, Approved, etc.). 
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Appendix B: Extracted fields 

This section provides a list of the fields that are extracted from PROCESS DIRECTOR 
Accounts Payable and INVOICES and passed to PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS. 

Header data 
Extractor Description: AP Header Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_THDR_TRAN 

Source tables: /COCKPIT/THDR 

/COCKPIT/THDRV 

Field name Short text 

INVOICE_GUID The GUID of the invoice, as received from INVOICES. If the 
invoice was not processed by INVOICES, the GUID is assigned 
by PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

VERSION The version (number) of the PROCESS DIRECTOR document. 

ORIGIN The source of the PROCESS DIRECTOR document. 
 
0 – OCR 
1 – IDoc interface 
2 – PROCESS DIRECTOR (manual entry) 
3 – SAP document 
4 – WORK CYCLE 
5 – WEB BOARD 
6 – Collective invoice  
7 – INFO MAIL 
8 – Other (RFC interface) 

DOCNO The PROCESS DIRECTOR document number. 

FI_MM_FLG Indicates whether the document is an FI or MM one. 
 
FI – FI document 
MM – MM document 
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Field name Short text 

STATUS The status of the invoice. 
 
PROCESS DIRECTOR 
1 – No errors / Unprocessed 
2 – Errors 
3 – Posted 
4 – Deleted 
5 – Partially posted 
23 – Parked 
13 – Rejected 
9 – Paid 
10 – Collective invoice completed 
11 – Collective invoice not completed 
 
WORK CYCLE 
6 – In workflow 

INVOICE_IND Indicates whether the document is an invoice or a credit note. 
 
Empty value or space – credit note 
One letter (for example: R, X) – invoice 

CP_DOC_TYPE The PROCESS DIRECTOR document type. 
 
Values depend on the configuration. 

DOC_TYPE The PROCESS DIRECTOR document type. 
 
Values depend on the configuration. 

DOC_DATE The date of the document, as displayed on it. 

VENDOR_NO The internal SAP number of the supplier/vendor. 

DIFF_INV Different invoicing party. 

PO_NUMBER The number of the purchase order. 

 Note: This field can be empty. For example, for FI or MM 
invoices where the line items contain references to their 
own PO numbers. 

PSTNG_DATE The date on which the invoice was posted. 

FIS_PERIOD The fiscal period. 
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Field name Short text 

REF_DOC_NO The reference number of the document. This is typically the 
reference number found on the document itself. 

COMP_CODE The internal SAP number of the buying organization. 

GL_ACCOUNT The General Ledger account number. 

CURRENCY The currency code of the document. 

GROSS_AMOUNT The gross amount of the document, in the document’s 
currency.  

NET_AMOUNT The net amount of the document, in the document’s currency.  

CALC_TAX_IND The setting/flag for calculating the tax automatically. 

BLINE_DATE The baseline date for the due date calculation. 

PMNTTRMS The payment terms (code) for the document. 

DSCT_DAYS1 The number of days from the baseline date to receive the first 
discount. 

DSCT_DAYS2 The number of days from the baseline date to receive the first 
discount. 

NETTERMS The number of days from the baseline date when the payment 
for the invoice is due. 

DSCT_PCT1 The percentage of the first discount. 

DSCT_PCT2 The percentage of the second discount. 

PYMT_METH The payment method. 

HEADER_TXT Explanatory text for the document. 

DEL_COSTS Unplanned delivery costs. 

DEL_COSTS_TAXC Tax code for the unplanned delivery costs. 

EXT_DOC_NO External document number. 

SAP_DOC_NO The SAP number of the document. 

FISCAL_YEAR The fiscal year of the document. In combination with the SAP 
document number, it makes a document unique. 
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Field name Short text 

VENDOR_NAME_EXT External vendor name. 

POSTAGE_AM Postal charge. 

INSURANCE_AM Insurance amount. 

FREIGHT_AM Freight costs. 

PACKAGE_AM Packing costs. 

SGTXT Item text. 

BVTYP Partner bank type. 

HBKID Short key for a house bank. 

SCBANK_IND State central bank indicator. 

SUPCOUNTRY Supplying country. 

SUPCOUNTRY_ISO Supplier country ISO code. 

BLLSRV_IND Service indicator (foreign payment). 

KURSF Exchange rate. 

KURSR Hedged exchange rate. 

GBETR Hedged amount in foreign currency. 

TBTKZ Indicator: subsequent debit/credit. 

SHEET_NO Entry sheet number 

ALLOC_NMBR Assignment number. 

LFSNR Delivery note number. 

DSCT_AMOUNT Cash discount amount in document currency. 

BUS_AREA The business area: the organizational unit to which the 
document applies. 

WWERT Amount conversion date. 

PMNT_BLOCK Payment block key: indicates if a payment block is applied, and if 
so, what kind. 
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Field name Short text 

FOLLOW_UP The ID of the follow-up flag. 

NETDT The due date for the invoice payment. 

NETDT1 The due date to obtain the first (largest) discount. 

NETDT2 The due date to obtain the second discount. 

AUGDT The clearing date: the date on which the invoice was paid. 

AUGCP The clearing entry date. 

AUGBL The number of the clearing document. 

AMOUNT_SPLIT Flag indicating whether the document was posted using an 
invoice split or not. 

SKFBT1 The amount of discount that is/was potentially available for the 
first due date, in the invoice’s currency. 

SKGAINED The amount of discount received, in the invoice’s currency. 

SKLOST The amount of discount lost, in the invoice’s currency. 

REP_EXTRACT REPORTER data export performed. 

EC_ARC_ID The archive content repository ID. 

EC_DBC_ID The document ID in SAP ArchiveLink. 

EC_ARC_OBJ Archive document type. 

TTIME The time to process the document in PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

TEWCTIME The time to process the document in a WORK CYCLE 
workflow. 

CHECK_TYPE The ID of the PROCESS DIRECTOR check. 

PAYR_HBKID Short key for the house bank. 

PAYR_HKTID The ID for the account details. 

PAYR_CHECT The check number. 

CR_USER The username of the document’s current processor. 
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Field name Short text 

CR_TIMESTAMP Timestamp of when the document was created. 

CH_USER The username of the processor who last changed the 
document. 

CH_TIMESTAMP Timestamp of when the document was last changed. 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 

FOREIGN_CURRENCY Foreign currency. 

CONVERSION_DATE Date of conversion. 

FOREIGN_FACTOR Foreign factor. 

LOCAL_FACTOR Local factor. 

EXCHANGE_RATE Exchange rate. 

CONVERSION_CODE Conversion code. 

Workflow header data 
Extractor Description: AP Workflow Header Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_TWC_TRAN 

Source tables: /COCKPIT/TWC 

/COCKPIT/TWCV 

Field name Short text 

INVOICE_GUID The GUID of the invoice, as received from INVOICES. If the 
invoice was not processed by INVOICES, the GUID is assigned 
by PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

WC_NO The sequential number of the workflow. For example, if two 
workflows have been executed for a document, the first 
workflow is 1 and the second is 2. 

WC_VERSION Version of workflow data. 
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Field name Short text 

VERSION The version (number) of the PROCESS DIRECTOR document. 

DOC_STATUS The status of the invoice. 
 
PROCESS DIRECTOR 
1 – No errors / Unprocessed 
2 – Errors 
3 – Posted 
4 – Deleted 
5 – Partially posted 
23 – Parked 
13 – Rejected 
9 – Paid 
10 – Collective invoice completed 
11 – Collective invoice not completed 
 
WORK CYCLE 
6 – In workflow 

WC_ID The ID of the workflow in WORK CYCLE.  

WC_DUEDATE The due date of the workflow. 

WC_STATUS The status of the workflow. 

WC_POS The position of the workflow step in the entire workflow. 

WC_CH_TIMESTAMP Timestamp of when the workflow was last changed (that is, the 
workflow configuration settings). 

WC_INITIATOR The processor who started the workflow. 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 
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Workflow steps data 
Extractor Description: AP Workflow Step Data Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_TWCS_TRAN 

Source tables: /COCKPIT/TWCS 

/COCKPIT/TWCSV 

Field name Short text 

INVOICE_GUID The GUID of the invoice, as received from INVOICES. If the 
invoice was not processed by INVOICES, the GUID is assigned 
by PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

WC_ID The ID of the workflow in WORK CYCLE. 

WC_STEP_ID The ID of the workflow step in WORK CYCLE. 

WC_POS The position of the workflow step in the entire workflow. 

WC_SUBPOS Workflow process subitem for parallel steps. 

WC_NO The sequential number of the workflow. For example, if two 
workflows have been executed for a document, the first 
workflow is 1 and the second is 2. 

WC_VERSION Version of workflow data. 

WC_STATUS The status of the workflow. 

WC_USERTYPE The type of workflow user: 
 
E – Email 
I – WORK CYCLE 
S – SAP 
G – User group 
P – WEB BOARD 

WC_USER The ID of the workflow processor. 

WC_DUEDATE The due date of the workflow. 

WC_CH_TIMESTAMP Timestamp of when the workflow step was last changed (that is, 
the workflow configuration settings). 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 
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Field name Short text 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 

Posting status data 
Extractor Description: AP Posting Status Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_TSTAT_TRAN 

Source tables: /COCKPIT/TSTAT 

Field name Short text 

INVOICE_GUID The GUID of the invoice, as received from INVOICES. If the 
invoice was not processed by INVOICES, the GUID is assigned 
by PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

STATUS The status of the invoice. 
 
PROCESS DIRECTOR 
1 – No errors / Unprocessed 
2 – Errors 
3 – Posted 
4 – Deleted 
5 – Partially posted 
23 – Parked 
13 – Rejected 
9 – Paid 
10 – Collective invoice completed 
11 – Collective invoice not completed 
 
WORK CYCLE 
6 – In workflow 

PROCESS Process type. 

POSTING_TYPE The way the document was posted: 
 
1 – Online 
2 – Submit 
3 – REPETITOR 
4 – WORK CYCLE 
5 – EDI COCKPIT 
6 – Import 
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Field name Short text 

POSTING_WAY The type of invoice posting: 
 
1 – FI 
1 – MM conventional invoice validation 
1 – MM logistical invoice validation 

CR_USER The username of the document’s current processor. 

CR_TIMESTAMP Timestamp of when the document was posted. 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 

Accounting data 
Extractor Description: AP Account Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_TACCT_TRAN 

Source tables: /COCKPIT/TACCT 

/COCKPIT/TACCTV 

Field name Short text 

INVOICE_GUID The GUID of the invoice, as received from INVOICES. If the 
invoice was not processed by INVOICES, the GUID is assigned 
by PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

VERSION The version (number) of the PROCESS DIRECTOR document. 

POS_NO The line number of the line item. 

GL_ACCOUNT The General Ledger account number. 

NET_AMOUNT The net amount of the document, in the document’s currency. 

GROSS_AMOUNT The gross amount of the document, in the document’s 
currency. 

TEXT Item text. 

ALLOC_NMBR Assignment number. 
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Field name Short text 

SHKZG The debit/credit indicator. 

BSCHL The posting key. 

COSTCENTER The cost center. 

ORDERID The order number. 

WBS_ELEMENT The Work Breakdown Structure element. 

SALES_ORD The sales order number. 

S_ORD_ITEM Item number of the sales order document. 

COST_OBJ The cost object. 

CO_BUSPROC Receiver business process. 

NETWORK Network number for account assignment. 

NETWORK_OP Network activity. 

CO_MATERIAL Receiving material. 

PLANT Plant for receiver material. 

PROFIT_CTR Profit center. 

BUS_AREA Business area. 

TAX_CODE Tax code. 

TAX_RATE Tax rate. 

TAX_AMOUNT Tax amount in document currency. 

TAXJURCODE Jurisdiction for tax calculation. 

REC_STATUS Check box. 

IDOC_NUMBER IDoc number. 

IDOC_GUID Unique document identification. 

ORIGIN Source of the PROCESS DIRECTOR document. 

DOCNO PROCESS DIRECTOR document number. 
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Field name Short text 

FI_MM_FLG FI or MM document. 

INVOICE_IND Flag to identify the document as an invoice. 

CP_DOC_TYPE PROCESS DIRECTOR document type. 

DOC_DATE Date in document. 

VENDOR_NO Account number of the vendor. 

PO_NUMBER Purchase order number. 

REF_DOC_NO Reference document number. 

COMP_CODE Company code. 

CURRENCY Currency key. 

HEADER_TXT Document header text. 

PAOBJNR Profitability segment number (CO-PA). 

PASUBNR Profitability segment changes (CO-PA). 

TR_ACTIVITY Trip activities. 

TR_NETAMOUNT Net amount. 

TR_CURRENCY Currency key. 

TR_AMOUNT_TR Travel expenses. 

TR_DATE Date of the document. 

TR_TEXT_OLD Item text. 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 

FOREIGN_CURRENCY Foreign currency. 

CONVERSION_DATE Date of conversion. 

FOREIGN_FACTOR Foreign factor. 

LOCAL_FACTOR Local factor. 
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Field name Short text 

EXCHANGE_RATE Exchange rate. 

CONVERSION_CODE Conversion code. 

Message log data 
Extractor Description: AP Message Log Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_TMSG_TRAN 

Source tables: /COCKPIT/TMSG 

Field name Short text 

INVOICE_GUID Unique document identification. 

VERSION Version (number) of the PROCESS DIRECTOR document. 

HIST_GUID Unique document identification. 

COUNTER Count parameters. 

CR_TIMESTAMP Timestamp: Record created. 

USERNAME User name. 

TYPE Message type: S Success, E Error, W Warning, I Info, A Abort. 

ID Messages, message class. 

MES_NUMBER Messages, message number. 

MESSAGE Message text. 

LOG_NO Application log: log number. 

LOG_MSG_NO Application log: Internal message serial number. 

MESSAGE_V1 Messages, message variables. 

MESSAGE_V2 Messages, message variables. 

MESSAGE_V3 Messages, message variables. 
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Field name Short text 

MESSAGE_V4 Messages, message variables. 

MES_PARAMETER Parameter name. 

MES_ROW Lines in parameter. 

FIELD Field in parameter. 

MES_SYSTEM Logical system. 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 

Error data 
Extractor Description: AP Errors Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_TERRORS_TRAN 

Source tables: /COCKPIT/TERRORS 

Field name Short text 

INVOICE_GUID The GUID of the invoice, as received from INVOICES. If the 
invoice was not processed by INVOICES, the GUID is assigned 
by PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

STRUCTURE The structure in which the error appeared. 

LINE Item number. 

CHECK_TYPE PROCESS DIRECTOR check. 

FIELDNAME Internal field name. 

PROCESS Process type. 

CH_TIMESTAMP The date and time when the error occurred. 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 
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Document OCR statistics 
Extractor Description: AP OCR Statistics Document Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_PDOCR_DOCU_TRAN 

Source tables: /EBY/PDOCR_THDR 

Field name Text 

GUID The GUID of the invoice, as received from INVOICES. If the 
invoice was not processed by INVOICES, the GUID is assigned 
by PROCESS DIRECTOR. 

EXTERNAL_GUID The Globally Unique Identifier. 

DOCID The document ID. 

PROFILEITRP The invoice profile used to interpret the document. 

PROFILEVERI The invoice profile used to verify the document. 

PROFILETRAN The invoice profile used to transfer the document. 

PROFILECHANGED Profile, changed. 

CGIDITRP The corporate group ID of the document during interpretation.  

CGIDVERI The corporate group ID of the document during verification. 

CGIDTRAN The corporate group ID of the document during transfer. 

CGIDCHANGED Corporate group ID, changed. 

BUYERNUMBERITRP The buyer number of the document during interpretation. 

BUYERNAMEITRP The buyer name of the document during interpretation. 

BUYERNUMBERVERI The buyer number of the document during verification. 

BUYERNAMEVERI The buyer name of the document during verification. 

BUYERNUMBERTRAN The buyer number of the document during transfer. 

BUYERNAMETRAN The buyer name of the document during transfer. 

BUYERCHANGED Buyer, changed. 
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Field name Text 

XSUPPLIERNRITRP The supplier number of the document during interpretation. 

SUPPLIERNAMEITRP The supplier name of the document during interpretation. 

XSUPPLIERNRVERI The supplier number of the document during verification. 

SUPPLIERNAMEVERI The supplier name of the document during verification. 

XSUPPLIERNRTRAN The supplier number of the document during transfer. 

SUPPLIERNAMETRAN The supplier name of the document during transfer. 

SUPPLIERCHANGED Supplier, changed. 

VERIUSERINV The user who verified the document. 

VERIUSERNT The logged-in user who verified the document. 

ITRPCOMPUTER  Machine where the document was interpreted. 

VERICOMPUTER  Machine where the document was verified. 

TRANCOMPUTER  Machine where the document was transferred from. 

ITRPSTART Time when interpretation for the document started. 

ITRPEND Time when interpretation for the document ended. 

VERISTART Time when verification for the document started. 

VERIEND Time when verification for the document ended. 

TRANSTART Time when the transfer of the document started.  

TRANEND Time when the transfer of the document ended. 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 

Header OCR Statistics 
Extractor Description: AP OCR Statistics Header Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_PDOCR_THDR_TRAN 
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Source tables: /EBY/PDOCR_TITM 

Field name Text 

GUID Unique document identification. 

FIELDNAME Field name. 

FIELDVALUEITRP The interpreted field value. 

FIELDVALUEVERI The verified field value. 

FIELDVALUETRAN The transferred field value. 

FIELDCHANGED Field value, changed. 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 

Item OCR Statistics 
Extractor Description: AP OCR Statistics Item Transactional 

Extractor Name: /EBY/AP_PDOCR_TITM_TRAN 

Source tables: /EBY/PDOCR_TSUB 

Field name Text 

GUID Unique document identification. 

FIELDNAME Field name. 

LINENUMBER Line number 

FIELDVALUEITRP The interpreted field value. 

FIELDVALUEVERI The verified field value. 

FIELDVALUETRAN The transferred field value. 

FIELDCHANGED Field value, changed. 

QUEUE_TS Queue timestamp. 
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Field name Text 

EXTRACTION_TS Extraction timestamp. 
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Appendix C: Installation for ERP: 
Checklist 

No. Description Completed 

1  Configure the /EBY/ and /B507/ namespaces.  

2 Set the /EBY/ and /B507/ namespaces to modifiable.  

3 Import the PA transport for ERP.  

4 Import the OCR transport for ERP. 
 

5 Implement EMEIC2102 and EMEIC2021.  

6 Activate the BAdI, /EBY/BW_EXTRACTION; RSA9.  

7 Transfer the ReadSoft component hierarchy from the business content.  

8 Activate the DataSources in ERP; RSA5.  

9 Check the /EBY/PD component hierarchy with sub-nodes and data 
sources. 

 

10 Check the extraction; RSA3.  
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Appendix D: Installation for BW: 
Checklist 

No. Description Completed 

1  Configure the /EBY/ and /B507/ namespaces.  

2 Connect the /EBY/ and /B507/ namespaces.  

3 Check the connection from BW to ERP, or create a new one.  

4 Configure the source system ID and text for the ERP system.  

5 Check the source system selection.  

6 Import the PA transports for BW.  

7 Install the ReadSoft content; RSORBCT.  

8 Install the objects for the Report-Report interface.  

9 Configure the RFC connection for query navigation to ERP.  

10 Include the ReadSoft Query variable in the ZXRSRU01 customer 
include. 

 

11 Set the local currency.  

12 Create the RS_CHAIN event; SM64.  
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No. Description Completed 

14 Define the final workflow status.  

15 Configure PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS.  
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Appendix E: Installation for OCR: 
Checklist 

No. Description Completed 

1  Install the InvStat2PA plug-in.  

2 Check the EILOCAL.INI file entry.  

3 Install the license. 
 

4 Specify which invoice profiles to transfer data from.  

5 Specify the path and name of the license file.  

6 Specify the external GUID.  

7 Specify the SAP system to connect to.  

9 Check the mapping for the OCR data in ERP.  
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Appendix F: Change Log 

Date Section Description 

13-05-2013 Configuring PERFORMANCE 
ANALYTICS 

Added information about the four configuration options 
available in the /EBY/CONFIG transaction. 

13-05-2013 Transport files Made changes to the naming convention of the 
transports. 

13-05-2013 Loading the data Moved the Loading the data section to the end of all the 
installation procedures. 

21-05-2013 Transport files Added a new table for transports, EMEICs and hot fixes. 

21-05-2013 Header OCR statistics 

 

Added a new field in the /EBY/PDOCR_THDR table. 

21-07-2014 All Revised the entire document. 
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